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Treatments & Escapes

www.parklodgeshootingschool.co.uk/spa@parklodgeshootingschool.co.uk
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Pregnancy
Please advise the Spa on booking if you think you could be pregnant ,so we can
guide you in selecting treatments which are most suitable during this special time.
We also advise all heat experiences be avoided during your visit.

Choose us as your happy place.......

Food and Beverages

Set in 44 acres of countryside, a unique and quirky retreat
for you to escape to. A place that wraps a warm welcome
around all its guests, where you can relax and just be you,
while enjoying the wellness benefits of spending time with
us.

Only food and beverages including ,alcohol purchased from Park Lodge can be
consumed at the Spa

Alcohol Consumption
We recommend alcohol consumption is kept to a minimum as it can impact the
affects of safe use of the facilities and the receiving of treatments.

Choose from our treatment collection or enjoy a longer
experience with one of our half day escapes including
exclusive use of our facilities

Prices
All prices are quoted in the GBP and are subject to change at any time. Gratuities
are not included.

Cancellation Policy
Full payment is required at the time of bookings. A refund will be given if notice is
given 48 hour prior to scheduled appointment. However if less than 24hours notice
is given your treatment will be charged in full.

Children
Due to the nature of the Spa no under 16’s will be permitted

Spa Treatments
Due to the nature of our facilities we can provide a maximum of two guest treatments at one time.
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Spa Guidance

SPA ESCAPES

Please read the following information which has been provided to ensure you have
maximum benefit from your Spa visit.
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Arrival Time

THERAPIES

We recommend you arrive up to 15 minutes before your scheduled treatment .
Please be advised that late arrivals will result in reduction of treatment time and no
refund will be given. All treatment times include consultation, aftercare advice and
relaxation time.

Spa Etiquette
Our Spa environment is one of relaxation and tranquillity, in light of this the Spa is a
mobile phone and smoke free zone. We kindly ask that all guests respect the wellbeing needs of others. We may bring to your attention any behaviour which we feel is
detrimental to the enjoyment of the Spa by other guests.
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Spa Attire
Spa guests will be provided with towels, robe and flip flops. Swimwear must be worn
in all wellness areas. Please be aware that chlorine is present in the Spa pool which
may cause some swimsuit colour to fade. Please remove all jewellery before using
the spa pool or sauna as chlorine and heat may cause damage.

BEAUTY EXPRESS

Medical Conditions
Park Lodge Spa is not a medical centre and our staff are not medically trained practitioners if you have had or are suffering from severe allergies, ill health or a particular
medical condition we advise you to speak to your GP prior to arrival to ensure you
can use the full facilities, services and treatments. in some instance we may require
written confirmation from your doctor. All treatments booked are subject to medical status. We reserve the right to refuse treatments if we feel it is not in the best
interest of the Client. On booking please state if there are any allergies, medical
conditions or taking any regular prescribed medications
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Spa Escapes

Instant Effects
WAXING

All Spa Escapes get exclusive use of our wellness facilities which include:
•

An outdoor spa pool with views over the East Yorkshire countryside

•

The ‘Bothy’, a cosy space to take time out and relax, with an open fire

Half Leg Wax

£19

•

Outdoor deck with comfy seating and loungers

Full Leg Wax

£25

•

Indoor sauna

Underarm Wax

£11

Morning Escape

Bikini Wax

£11

Arrive at 9:30am for welcome drink in our Bistro café .Use of Spa from 10am 1:15pm

High Bikini Line

£19

Afternoon Escape

Lip/Chin Wax

£7

Arrive at 12.30 for lunch in our Bistro cafe,. Use of Spa from 1:45pm -5:15pm

Eyebrow Wax

£9

Snuggly Park Lodge robe, flip flops and towel are provided for you to use during
your visit to the Spa.

The Shooting Party
Perfect for 7-8 Guests

£57 per person

Choose a 30 minute treatment
“Feel Good” Facial Treatment
Smoother, brighter, quenched skin
‘Hits the Spot “ Shoulder, Neck and Scalp Massage
An aromatic, stress releasing and muscle easing treatment,.
Wellness Manicure
Our nail shape and cuticle nourish is complemented with a varnish
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Eye Treatments
NOUVEAU LASHES

Plus Fours
Perfect for 5-6 Guests

Express Lashes

20 mins

£25

Choose a 40 minute treatment

For instant hit of bold beautiful eyes. Express brings you three fast turn around lash
transformations .

LVL Natural Lash Lift

60 mins

£65 per person

Heavenly hydration salt brushing Treatment
This full body exfoliation revitalises the body and mind, leaving the skin soft and
smooth. Using 100% natural dead sea salt

£35

“Bring your Back to Life” Massage Treatment

Revolutionary lash treatment that creates masses of length, volume and lift to your
own lashes. No mascara, No extensions, No maintenance

Stretch out, stand tall as you instantly feel the benefit of this treatment
“Time Well Spent” Facial Treatment

Individual Lash Extensions

60 mins

£55

Experience the power of plants and their essential oils with a facial that has positive
effects on your skin and wellbeing

Uses individual lash extensions to extent your natural lashes giving you longer fuller
lashes for up to eight weeks.

Individual Lash Top Up

45 mins

Wellness Pedicure
Our exfoliation, nail shape and cuticle nourish is complimented with a varnish or
massage

£40

Rebalance and infill to restore depth and length to natural lashes

TINTING
Lash Tinting

25 min s

£14

Eyebrow Tinting

15 min s

£9

Eyelash and Eyebrow Tint

25 min s

£20

NB, All lash treatments require a skin test 24/48 hours prior to application
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Spa
Hand
Escapes
Treatments

Foot Treatments
Herbal Spa Pedicure

60 mins

£35

Uplifting and reviving natural formulations are used to smooth, refresh and hydrate
your feet, which are then varnished with a polish of your choice.

Pedicure

40 mins

£29

Our exfoliation, nail shape and cuticle nourish is complimented with a varnish
application or foot massage

Shellac Application

40 mins

£29

Using advanced technologies this gel polish will give a long lasting, chip resistant,
glossy colour while feeling like a lacquer.

Bracken Beaters
Perfect for 3-6 Guests

Upgrade to Shellac application on Vinylux services for £5

£79 per person

Choose a 50 minute treatment
Warm muscle massage
Restore wellbeing as any tension is melted away with this body massage that
uses warm Himalayan salt rocks
‘Just 5 more minutes’ massage treatment
We get some oohs and a lot of ahhs with this warm oil back, neck, and shoulder
massage complimented by a facial therapy.
‘Never felt so good’ Back therapy
Muds, scrubs and massage to revitalize, remineralise and reenergize the back of
your body
Vitamin glow Facial
Packed with vitamins and anti oxidants this ‘therapy is like a smoothie for the skin
6
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Hand Treatments
Herbal Spa Manicure

Foot Treatments
45 mins

Reload

£29

Perfect for 3-4 Guests
Our natural products are used to smooth, soften and rejuvenate your hands.
Benefit from an exfoliation and tension releasing massage before polish is applied

Manicure

30 mins

(Includes our Park Lodge Bubbles with Bubbles experience)
Choose a 70 minute treatment

£25

“Putty in our Hands” Face and Body Treatment

Our nail shape and cuticle nourish is complimented with varnish application or
hand massage

Shellac Manicure

40 min

£99 per person

Lie back, close your eyes and experience our warm salt rock body massage
with face treatment and scalp therapy.

£27

‘Performance’ Facial Treatment
If your skin could talk, it would ask for this facial. Experience the benefit and results
of natural plant based aroma skincare. Enjoy an added treat of muscle easing
massage to melt away tension from your back, neck and shoulders...... absolute bliss

Using advanced technologies this gel polish will give a long lasting, chip resistant,
glossy colour while feeling like a lacquer.
Upgrade to Shellac application on vinylux services for £5

“Feeling on Cloud Nine” Foot and Scalp Treatment
Our unique treatment using oils, massage and scrubs takes the weight from your
feet, revives your spirt and relaxes your mind
‘Worth Wallowing’ Mud Wrap
A blend of salts, muds and seaweeds rich in minerals with organic plant extracts to
deliver long lasting results for body and mind.

Side By Side
An Escape for 2 Guests

£85 per person

A 2 hour visit to the Spa with exclusive use of the wellness facilities including a
specially created Park Lodge ‘Double barrelled’ Face and Body Therapy to ensure
deep relaxation and instant benefits
Lunch and a glass of prosecco served in the Bistro Cafe
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Facial Treatments
“Feel Good” Facial Treatment

30mins

£27

60 mins

£42

Smoother, brighter, quenched skin .

Hydrating Mud Facial

This deeply hydrating facial is perfect for delicate and dehydrated skins, helping to
gently renew and revive skin. It begins with a welcome massage followed by a facial
that naturally tones and firms the skin. VMS Complex in the products used in this
facial help to smooth fine lines and prevent further skin ageing by treating both the
surface and deeper skin tissues.

Youthful you Anti Aging facial

60 mins

£52

This luxury anti-ageing facial uses a unique peel-off mask combining Dead Sea Mud
and seaweed. It begins with a welcome massage followed by a facial, which brings
immediate firming and hydrating results to the skin. Your face is then cocooned in
the active ingredients of our specialised Algimud seaweed mask, formulated to refine, tone and produce instant results. Dramatic anti-ageing results with a number of
celebrity fans.
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Massage Treatments
Ultimate Vitamin Glow
‘Hits The Spot’ Shoulder, neck and scalp

30 mins

40 mins

This internationally renowned, multi-award winning facial is power-packed with
vitamins and anti-oxidants. Stress simply melts away thanks to five deeply relaxing
massage techniques and the ideal rebalancing aromatic elixir for your complexion.
Our deliciously warm and decongesting mask softly cocoons skin, providing the perfect environment for it to flourish. Skin is left deep cleansed, perfectly replenished
and glowing with vitality.

£39

Stretch out, stand tall as you instantly feel the benefit of this back of body treatment

Triple senses Full Body Massage

60mins

£55

Divine Nutrition

Allow the senses of touch, sound and smell to take you on a journey of relaxation,
leaving your mind and body feeling destressed and tension free

60 mins

60 mins

£67

Oxygenating Pure & Matt

£63

60 mins

60 mins

£43

Intensely balancing and detoxifying for visible clarity

Restore wellbeing as any tension is melted away with this body massage that uses
warm Himalayan salt rocks that are yours to take home

‘Like it or Bump it’ Pregnancy Massage

£43

The end of dry, flaky skin, our ultra-nourishing facial deeply soothes, repairs and
renews. Chestnut Extract boosts crucial lipid production and micro-circulation while
nourishing Geranium and Rose feed skin with vital nutrients. By locking-in moisture,
complexions are also strengthened against wind, rain and cold making it ideal for
anyone who spends a lot of time outdoors. Even the driest complexions are left
supremely supple, comfortable and satin smooth.

Fans of firm pressure will appreciate the intense techniques and targeted focus
exactly where you need it, leaves you feeling revived and your muscles tension free

Hot Rock Muscle Massage

60 mins

Deliciously cocooning and nourishing to comfort and repair.

‘

Beaters’ Body Massage

£45

Award-winning vitamin facial to leave your skin visibly radiant.

£33

An aromatic stress releasing and muscle easing treatment,.

“Bring your Back to Life”

60 mins

This mattifying facial targets spots, blemishes, open pores and excessive shine. Includes a balancing and deeply oxygenating power mask to bring instant clarity to
dull, devitalised skin; a three-stage massage ritual also intensively detoxifies, relaxes
and refines uneven texture. Brings previously oily, combination and dull skin back to
life leaving it luminous, crystal clear, beautifully matte... and completely flawless.

£69

An experience that only you and your baby can share, a nurturing hands on therapy,
leaving you feeling calm and rested with a beautiful lasting memory
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Body Treatments
Heavenly Hydration Salt Brushing Treatment
40 mins

“Feeling on Cloud Nine” Foot and Scalp Treatment

£29

70 mins

This luxury full body exfoliation revitalises the body and mind, leaving the skin soft
and smooth, using 100% natural Dead Sea salt, packed full with healing minerals.
Other ingredients include Vitamin E and Coconut Oil to nourish and invigorate the
body as it is lightly polished from head to toe. To finish the treatment we smother
your skin in warmed body lotion to massage
your senses.

Our unique treatment using oils, massage and scrubs takes the weight from your
feet, revives your spirt and relaxes your mind

“Putty in our Hands” Face and Body Treatment
70 mins

£65

This calming full body treatment nourishes the skin and relaxes aching muscles and
joints. A full body exfoliation is followed by the application of warm Dead Sea Mud.
We then envelop your body in heated original Dead Sea Mud to soften, soothe and
condition the skin with rich minerals from the lowest place on earth. This luxury spa
treatments ends with a heavenly scalp massage.

Marine Miracle Firming Wrap
60 mins

£57

Marine Miracle tones and firms the skin, improves cellulite and nourishes the skin.
The treatment begins with a luxury exfoliation followed by Algimud Dead Sea Mud
and Seaweed mask. A personalised treatment designed to revitalise specific problem areas. This modelling mask uses a unique formulation of seaweed, Dead Sea
Mud and plant extracts, which have combined powerful effects to eliminate cellulite
and tone the body contours. An exfoliation ritual to invigorate the localised area
begins the treatment, followed by an application of caffeine-rich extracts and specialised massage techniques to help with deep penetration of the active ingredients,
which work together to stimulate, detoxify and firm the body.

‘Never felt so good’ Back Therapy
50 mins

£67

Lie back, close your eyes and experience our warm salt rock body massage with face
treatment and scalp therapy. With the added benefit of salt rocks as yours to take
home.

Infinite Indulgence Black Mud Envelopment
70 mins

£63

£49

Muds, scrubs and massage to revitalize, remineralise and reenergize you’re the
back of your body
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